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Homework 1 
Handed out: Thursday 13 July 
Due back: Monday 17 July before class 
 
This first homework is a simple one. You task is to investigate the sources for the language you 
have adopted, and to extract information. What kinds of information? 
 

1. The phonological system. Work out the basic phonological units, including notes on 
syllable and word structure, and present them clearly. You can choose how, but I’ll 
assess. Some of these will be easy to decide upon; some will be hard. 

2. Quantified values for the phonology. Specifically, prepare a table with these variable 
names: 

a. Total contrastive vowel qualities b. Total contrastive long vowel qualities 

c. Total contrastive nasal vowel qualities d. Total plosives 

e. Total plosive places    f. Total plosive manners 

g. Total nasals     h. Total nasal places 

i. Total nasal manners    j. Total fricatives 

k. Total fricative places    l.Total fricative manners 

3. Word order: list the basic values that the language has for word order, in terms of: 
i. Clausal orders (S,V; O,V; obliques,V; auxiliaries,V; negation, V) 

ii. NP-related (N,Adjective; N,Genitive; N,Numeral; N,Relative clause; 
NP,adposition) 

For each variable, list the values in a second column to the right, and provide a sentence 
or phrase that illustrates what you claim, clearly labelled. Fully referenced! 

4. Describe the alignment system(s) that the language shows evidence for; describe, 
separately, how full NPs work; now pronouns work; and how the verb works. You might 
need to break these down into further subcategories, depending on the language. Provide 
examples of sentences that illustrate what you claim, carefully and clearly explained. 
Fully referenced! 

 
Submit your final work via email to the address above in a pdf file named according to the 
following conventions: [your name]_LSA2017_Typology_hw1.pdf 
 
We’ll discuss the work on Monday. 


